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Editor-in-Chief's Welcome Message


On a positive note, there has been a steady increase of articles received for publication indicating a growing interest among researchers to publish their work in this journal. The journal has published an average of 14 articles of topics of mixed variety per issue, from authors of various countries including Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore and Indonesia.  Readmore...





President's Message, AFPMH (2014 - 2016)


It is a great pleasure for me to take over the presidency of the AFPMH from our Philippines counterpart. The Federation is now based in Indonesia from 2015 until 2016. Since its birth in 1981, AFPMH has achieved many successes in networking and exchanging knowledge and information. This is achieved through our meeting in the biennial congress and regular online publication of the ASEAN Journal of Psychiatry, which is the official journal of the Federation  Readmore...
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Special Issue Information:

casino online canada

Asean Journal of Psychiatry (AJOPY) is hereby announcing its forthcoming Special Issue on �Psychiatry and Mental Health�. This special issue is scheduled to release during the 3rd Week of August, 2021. This scheduled special issue will be covering broad range of topics including Emergency Medicine & Trauma, psychiatry, mental health, addictions, Etc. This issue is accepting research, review, case reports etc. and will be published by August 29, 2021. All the received articles will be going through rapid peer review process. Kindly submit your articles online by using the below link: 





https://www.scholarscentral.org/submissions/asean-psychiatry.html
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Fast Editorial Execution and Review Process (FEE-Review Process):

Asean Journal of Psychiatry is participating in the Fast Editorial Execution and Review Process (FEE-Review Process) with an additional prepayment of $99 apart from the regular article processing fee. Fast Editorial Execution and Review Process is a special service for the article that enables it to get a faster response in the pre-review stage from the handling editor as well as a review from the reviewer. An author can get a faster response of pre-review maximum in 3 days since submission, and a review process by the reviewer maximum in 5 days, followed by revision/publication in 2 days. If the article gets notified for revision by the handling editor, then it will take another 5 days for external review by the previous reviewer or alternative reviewer.



Acceptance of manuscripts is driven entirely by handling editorial team considerations and independent peer-review, ensuring the highest standards are maintained no matter the route to regular peer-reviewed publication or a fast editorial review process. The handling editor and the article contributor are responsible for adhering to scientific standards. The article FEE-Review process of $99 will not be refunded even if the article is rejected or withdrawn for publication.



The corresponding author or institution/organization is responsible for making the manuscript FEE-Review Process payment. The additional FEE-Review Process payment covers the fast review processing and quick editorial decisions, and regular article publication covers the preparation in various formats for online publication, securing full-text inclusion in a number of permanent archives like HTML, XML, and PDF, and feeding to different indexing agencies.
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